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The Bond Buyer 
Illinois House Speaker Madigan's long reign ends 
Yvette Shields| January 14, 2021 
 

The vote for a new Illinois House speaker to replace Michael Madigan took center stage 
Wednesday, capping a legislative session that left Gov. J.B. Pritzker empty-handed and could force 
Chicago to dig deeper into its pockets for pensions. 

The previous legislature wrapped up several days of lame-duck session work Wednesday after 
sending to Pritzker’s desk a Chicago firefighters’ pension change Mayor Lori Lightfoot has warned 
carries an $850 million price tag over the next 35 years. 

Lawmakers also rejected Pritzker’s plan to decouple the state from business tax breaks related to 
losses in the federal CARES Act that will cost Illinois at least $500 million and possibly up to $1 
billion in revenue, adding to the $3.9 billion deficit. 

The session’s ending set the stage for the noon swearing-in of a new legislature based on 
November’s election results and a vote on the speakership. House members along a party line 
handed the gavel to Rep. Emanuel “Chris” Welch, D-Hillside ushering in a new era as it ends 
Madigan’s nearly 40-year run. 

Opposition to Madigan’s bid to retain his iron grip on the House had grown in recent months as a 
federal corruption probe moved closer to his doorstep. On Monday, he suspended his campaign to 
retain the post. 

Although Madigan has not been charged, federal documents have implicated him at the center of a 
bribery scheme involving Commonwealth Edison which has admitted it traded jobs and contracts 
for favorable legislative treatment. ComEd has agreed to pay a $200 million fine under a Deferred 
Prosecution Agreement. 

Welch, 49, was elected in a 70-44 vote. Dealing with the state’s fiscal strains from budget gaps to a 
$5 billion bill backlog and $141 billion pension burden lay ahead for Welch. 

“We’ve got some real budget issues to tackle … it’s time to get to work,” Welch said during a news 
conference. 

Welch, a lawyer and the first African American speaker, joined the House in 2013. Welch is close to 
Madigan and was accused by the GOP of stonewalling a deeper probe into Madigan during last 
year’s House Special Committee. Welch led the committee formed at Minority Leader Jim Durkin’s 
behest to Madigan to consider whether Madigan had behaved in a manner unbecoming a state 
legislator in connection with the ComEd probe. 

Welch is a partner at the full-service local government law firm Ancel Glink. He has told his partners 
that he would probably have to separate from the firm. He previously was a partner at Sanchez, 
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Daniels and Hoffman LLP which does bond work. He supports passing legislation imposing a 10-year 
term limit for leadership positions. 

After the vote and Welch’s speech, Durkin, a Republican from Western Springs, laid into Madigan’s 
legacy. “Mr. Madigan’s record will long be reviewed and analyzed,” Durkin said. “The legacy is also 
one which failed its citizens with unbalanced budgets, broken pension systems, tax increase after 
tax increase with nothing to show for it.” 

Backers say Madigan, who also holds powerful purse strings as head of the state Democratic Party 
and is a close ally of labor, is responsible for building a super majority. He embraced social items 
like the legalization of gay marriage, ending the death penalty, passed stronger abortion rights 
legislation and minimum wage hikes. 

“While our state has many problems, our schools are better, more children have access to 
healthcare, and our working-class families will easily live the American Dream,” Welch said. 

Madigan first won election to the House in 1972 and became speaker in 1983. He’s held the post 
continuously with the exception of two years when the GOP held a majority. 

Critics blame Madigan in part for the state’s budgetary and pension mess. State credit erosion 
began in 2003 and accelerated in 2008 and 2009 as deficits grew due to one-time maneuvers that 
drove up the structural gap and the state’s pension tab during Rod Blagojevich’s tenure that ended 
in 2009 with his arrest on corruption charges. 

Madigan supported Blagojevich’s $10 billion 2003 pension borrowing that included $2.7 billion in 
deficit financing and then imposed new borrowing rules on the administration that banned scoop-
and-toss restructuring. 

Madigan served as a delegate to the 1970 constitutional convention and supported the pension 
clause which bans any impairment or diminishment of promised pension benefits. He backed a 
pension package reform package in 2013 that cut benefits. The Illinois Supreme Court struck it 
down in 2015. 

Credit erosion continued under Pat Quinn and ratings further tumbled during Bruce Rauner’s 
tenure falling to the lowest investment grade level where they remain. Madigan locked horns with 
Rauner refusing to sign off on what he called Rauner’s “extreme” agenda that he believed would 
hurt unions and the middle class. Rauner continually labeled Madigan as corrupt and refused to 
support a tax increase without reforms. That led to a two-year budget impasse. 

The ratings stabilized in July 2017 when lawmakers — with some Republican support — passed a 
budget and income tax hike that overcame a Rauner veto. The rating agencies moved the outlook 
to stable but have since shifted it back to negative over COVID-19 pandemic’s wounds. 

“When your football team has a 25-year-plus losing record, you might want to make a coaching 
change. If Madigan is the coach, that change is long overdue. Madigan has had his chance to turn 
around Illinois financial condition and hasn’t done it,” said Richard Ciccarone, president of Merritt 
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Research Services. “The market will be watching to see if Illinois can turn the ship around. There is 
no guarantee that Welch is the one that can get the state on a better path, but, hope springs 
eternal.” 

Near-term, Illinois has seen its 10-year narrow sharply by 77 basis points to a 120 basis point 
spread over the Refinitiv MMD’s AAA benchmark over the last week as market participants see 
improved prospects for federal relief in the wake of Democrats taking the Senate as a result of the 
Georgia runoff. Over the spring as the state’s red ink grew along with threats of a downgrade, the 
10-year hit a high spread of 425 basis points. 

But long-term pressures abound and voter rejection in November of Pritzker’s plan to raise $3 
billion of new revenue by moving to a graduated income tax from a flat one narrows options. 
Ciccarone said “time will tell about the materiality” of either the speaker’s replacement or the 
federal blue wave that improves prospects for federal aid. 
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STATE 
Pritzker last week called the decoupling legislation a priority in the lame-duck session. “Right 
now, we cannot afford to expand tax breaks to businesses that already receive tax breaks,” 
Pritzker said last week. 

The measure fell short of the needed votes in an initial vote in the early hours of Wednesday and 
was then held for future consideration. The GOP labeled it a tax hike that struggling small business 
couldn’t afford because of the pandemic and Democrats and Republicans alike were upset that the 
administration had not brought the issue to the attention of lawmakers last year. 

“The Department of Revenue dropped the ball and it's not on us to pick it up,” said Rep. Norine 
Hammond, R-Macomb. A handful of other states decoupled from the break last year. 

Sponsor Rep. Michael Zalewski, D-Riverside, defended the administration saying it had hoped to 
decouple from the federal rules during a fall veto session which was cancelled due to rising 
coronavirus cases and said businesses should not have assumed they would receive the state break 
too. 

The House adjourned without taking a final vote. A fiscal note warned that decoupling from the 
CARES provisions on eligible business types’ net operating loss and excess losses would “minimally 
prevent a reduction in revenue of $500 million" but Zalewski warned it could add up to $1 billion to 
the current gap. 

Pritzker did not provide a comment on the failed action, whether there was time to resurrect it in 
the regular session, or his plans to deal with the revenue loss but legislative aides said it could be 
brought again in the coming months. 

CHICAGO 
The Senate signed off on legislation previously approved by the House that raises the cost-of-
living adjustment for a group of about 2,000 firefighters who were born after Jan. 1, 1966. They 
fell under a restriction that held their COLAs to 1.5% compared to the 3% most others receive. 

The sponsor, Sen. Robert Martwick, D-Chicago, who authored the bill while he was a representative 
and chair of pension committee argued it was a legal fix to a benefit that was the practice of the 
fund to observe. Codifying it would make the cost more transparent as it will now be factored into 
the liabilities, he said. 

Pension costs are bearing down on the city. The collective net pension liabilities of the city’s four 
funds rose to $31.8 billion in 2019 from $30.1 billion and contributions will rise to $1.81 billion this 
year from $1.68 billion. The firefighters’ net pension liability stands at $5.4 billion and is just 
17.57% funded. 

“Mayor Lightfoot has said she believes strongly that we must work toward a comprehensive 
pension solution which keeps the promises made to retirees and which sets pension funds across 
the state on a path to solvency,” the mayor’s office said. “The passage of HB 2451, effectively 
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under the cover of darkness in a rushed lame duck session, accomplishes neither of these 
important objectives. If this irresponsible piece of legislation becomes law, Chicago taxpayers will 
be on the hook for $18 to $30 million per year, totaling over $850 million by 2055.” 

The Senate did not vote on legislation previously approved by the House that would move the city 
to an elected school board. The mayor currently names members. Lightfoot supported an elected 
board but opposed the pending proposals calling the number of seats to cumbersome. 
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Crain’s Chicago Business 
The cavalry is coming, governor—but it won't be enough 
GREG HINZ | January 8, 2021 
 

You could almost hear them cheering in the governor's budget office in Springfield when news 
broke that Democrats apparently have won both seats up for grabs in Georgia and have seized 
control of the U.S. Senate. 

The development dramatically ups the odds that Illinois will be getting billions in COVID financial 
assistance from Washington in coming weeks. Man, does Gov. J.B. Pritzker need the dough—
enough of it, he hopes, to at least pay back the $3.2 billion the state so far has borrowed from the 
Federal Reserve to replace regular tax receipts that have dried up amid the pandemic. Even the 
prospect of federal aid helped boost Illinois debt on secondary bond markets in recent days. 

One miracle, however, is insufficient to get Illinois out of the financial woods. After the defeat of 
Pritzker's proposed graduated income tax amendment, the state still has something in the order of 
a $3 billion annual structural budget deficit to fill, and how it gets filled (or somehow kicked down 
the road) is going to be quite a trick as Pritzker prepares for his 2022 re-election and the House 
struggles with selecting a speaker. 

There are a couple of bright notes. 

For one, Illinois Comptroller Susana Mendoza shrewdly used much of the federal borrowing to pay 
old Medicaid bills, an action that triggered an additional $1.5 billion in matching federal payments 
to the state. For another, the Commission on Government Forecasting & Accountability, the 
Legislature's fiscal research unit, says income tax revenues have risen more than $1.45 billion 
above budgeted levels in the first months of fiscal 2021. Though most of that was due to a one-
time delay in payments intended to help people through the pandemic, personal income taxes in 
December rose 8.2 percent above those in December 2019, corporate income taxes were up 13.8 
percent and sales taxes 5.2 percent. 

That's good, real money. But by no means enough. So what now? Specifically, how does the state 
make up for the more than $3 billion in graduated income taxes that now won't be arriving? 

Rep. Tom Demmer, the House Republican point person on budget matters, applauds Pritzker for 
unveiling $700 million in budget cuts, but he wants to see more of them and isn't sure all of the 
$700 million is real. "I think we can avoid a tax hike" to fill the remainder of the hole, Demmer 
adds. 

But neither Demmer nor any other Republican lays out any specific additional cuts they're prepared 
to back. Pritzker clearly would like them to lead on this, or at least share the pain, but after all he 
and the Democrats do constitute the majority in Springfield. 
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Deputy Gov. Dan Hynes, the Pritzker administration budget policy chief, isn't yet tipping the 
governor's hand as his February budget speech approaches. 

In an interview, Hynes asserted that the state actually had turned a corner from the Bruce Rauner 
years before COVID struck, with numbers starting to improve. Now, he said Pritzker will keep 
looking for more budget efficiencies (hopefully with GOP help), but Hynes wouldn't go into revenue 
options. Just about everyone in Springfield, though, expects that given past comments by the 
governor—combined with the state's real need for help—Pritzker will end up proposing an increase 
in the state's current flat-rate income tax. 

I'd like to report that something is coming to reduce the state's yawning pension liability, up 
another $7.2 billion in the year ended June 30 to $144 billion, according to COGFA. But Hynes left 
me with no impression that even a partial pension fix of consequence is on the way. Which means 
that it could be a good decade until the problem fixes itself, as older pensioners who get more 
generous benefits than those hired after 2011 die off. 

That leaves some true fiscal juggling to come. How well this governor does with that process will 
help determine if he glides to a second term or has a real problem. 
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The Center Square 
Opposition to potential Illinois income tax hike mounts 
Kevin Bessler | January 12, 2021 
 
With Illinois facing a nearly $4 billion dollar budget shortfall this year, some are fearful of a possible 
state income tax increase in the near future, possibly while lawmakers conduct business in 
Springfield this week. 

The support for raising the state income tax comes after voters rejected the graduated income tax 
amendment in November’s election. Gov. J.B. Pritzker said the change in tax code would have 
raised an estimated $3 billion a year in revenue, so now what? 

Last September, Illinois Lt. Gov. Juliana Stratton warned of a 20 percent across-the-board income 
tax hike if voters didn’t approve the progressive tax amendment in November. 

To adequately address the budget crisis under our current tax system, lawmakers will be forced to 
consider raising income taxes for all Illinois residents by at least 20 percent,” Stratton said. 

Brian Costin, state director of Americans for Prosperity, said now is a terrible time to raise taxes. 

“Tax hikes are not working. It is not turning around the economy of Illinois, it is making it worse,” 
Costin said. “People are making huge sacrifices during the COVID-19 pandemic. They shouldn’t be 
asking for more money from the taxpayers during this very difficult time.” 

The last tax hike was just over 3 years ago. On July 6, 2017, the Illinois General Assembly voted to 
override then-Gov. Bruce Rauner’s veto of a record-setting income tax hike. Personal income tax 
rates rose 32% to 4.95%, while corporate income taxes rose 33% to 7%. 

Democratic Rep. Lashawn Ford would support an income tax hike only if Republicans were on 
board. 

"It has to be bipartisan because we have to make sure that we are fair about the taxes and have 
input from Republicans as well as Democrats as it relates to spending of the revenue," Ford said. 

Pritzker’s office has asked state agencies to prepare for the possibility of budget cuts reaching up to 
10 percent by fiscal year 2022. He has already announced over $711 million in cuts for this fiscal 
year, but details of those cuts remain unclear. 

Costin is keeping an eye on the proceedings in Springfield during the General Assembly session. 

“It is quite clear that the legislature is not willing to reform government spending, so we are very 
fearful that they will try to raise taxes,” he said. 
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The Bond Buyer 
Illinois unfunded pension burden hits new peak of $141 billion 
Yvette Shields| December 14, 2020 
 
Illinois piled nearly $4 billion onto its unfunded pension liabilities in fiscal 2020 as statutorily based 
payments fell well short of actuarial requirements and amid lackluster investment returns 
dampened by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The unfunded liabilities rose $3.8 billion, or 2.8%, to a new peak of $141 billion in fiscal 2020 from 
$137.2 billion in 2019. 

 
The system of five funds that cover teachers outside Chicago, state employees, public university 
professionals, general assembly members and judges is collectively 40.4% funded, from 40.3% for 
2019, according to a special pension brief published Friday by the legislature’s Commission on 
Government Forecasting and Accountability after reviewing the five funds’ latest audits and 
certified contribution requests. 

“The primary reason was, again, actuarially insufficient state contributions” which accounted for 
58% of the increase,” the report said. “There were three more factors that worsened the unfunded 
liability. One was an actuarial loss that resulted from lower-than-assumed investment returns by all 
the five systems due to the COVID-19 pandemic,” which accounted for 36.5% of the growth in 
liabilities. 

The fiscal 2020 results will drive 2022 contributions up by $790 million, or 8.1%, to $10.6 billion in 
fiscal 2022 from $9.8 billion in fiscal 2021, adding to the state’s budget strains. The general fund 
piece rises by $746 million to $9.5 billion from $8.7 billion. 
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The combination of structural budget gaps and underfunded pensions have dragged Illinois' ratings 
down to the final level above junk. Fitch Ratings, Moody’s Investors Service and S&P Global Ratings 
assign negative outlooks and Gov. J.B. Pritzker is currently working to close a $4 billion budget hole. 

All five funds saw positive investment returns but they missed their mark on assumptions that 
range from 6.5% to 7%. 

Demographic changes due in part to unexpected early retirements and salary increases also had a 
slight impact on unfunded growth. A pension buyout program initiated by former Gov. Bruce 
Rauner for three of the state’s five funds and continued by Pritzker did not result in either actuarial 
gains or losses in fiscal 2020 although two of the three recorded an actuarial gain from the program 
in 2018 and 2019. 

The teachers' system accounts for $80.7 billion of the actuarial tab, the state employees' system 
accounts for $30.8 billion, and the state universities system accounts for $27.5 billion, with the 
judges and General Assembly systems making up the remainder. 

The actuarially based numbers incorporate smoothing of investment results and other factors over 
five years to avoid big one-year fluctuations in state contributions. On a market-based assessment 
of the funds the unfunded tab rose to $144.4 billion from $137.2 billion. 

The market-based funded ratio of 39% was down from 40.3% in 2019 with the General Assembly 
fund at the weakest level of 17.1% and the teachers fund at the highest at 40.5%. 

The Teachers’ Retirement System saw just a .5% return, the State Employees’ Retirement System 
saw a 4.5% return, the State Universities Retirement System saw a 2.6% return, the Judges’ 
Retirement System recorded a 4.5% return, and the General Assembly Retirement System recorded 
a 4.3% gain. 

The TRS board pointed out that it saw a dramatic falloff due to the pandemic as midway through 
the fiscal year its return was at 13.41%. “Everyone took a hit during the early months of the 
pandemic,” TRS Acting Executive Director Stan Rupnik said in a statement. “But the investment 
strategies we have in place limited losses and have allowed us to prudently rebuild the portfolio’s 
value.” 

All totaled the latest actuarially reports reviewed by COGFA put the overall statewide tab of 
unfunded pension liabilities around $208 billion. 
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That includes the state’s fiscal 2020 figure of $141 billion, the Chicago area and statewide 
municipal employees fund totals of $56.1 billion based on 2018 results, and the downstate and 
suburban public safety funds $11 billion burden based on 2017 results. The latter two figures don’t 
take into account more recent results released by local governments. Chicago's rose by $1.7 
billion — part of the $56.1 billion figure — in 2019. 

History 
The unfunded liabilities have been on a largely uninterrupted march upward since 2006 when the 
market-based tab stood at $40.7 billion. Unfunded liabilities have fallen in only two years since. 

The biggest leap occurred in 2016 when the figure rose to $130 billion from $111 billion. 

“One of the main drivers continues to be actuarially insufficient state contributions determined by 
the current pension funding policy” under the 50-year funding ramp adopted in 1995 that’s 
designed to reach a 90% ratio by 2045. “There is a distinction between contributions that are 
statutorily sufficient and contributions that are considered actuarially sufficient.” 

Under the funding schedule, the state is required to make contributions as a level percent of 
payroll in fiscal years 2011 through 2045. The contributions are required to be sufficient, when 
added to employee contributions, investment income, and other income, to bring the total assets 
of the systems to 90% of the actuarial liabilities by fiscal year 2045. 

Under the schedule, the unfunded liabilities are projected to hit a high of $151.4 billion in 2027 
before beginning a descent. The $10.6 billion fiscal 2022 contribution is projected to rise to $13.4 
billion in 2032, $18.4 billion in 2042, and $19.8 billion in 2045, the final year of the ramp. 
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A 50% funded ratio isn’t hit until 2031. 

The state’s $10 billion pension bond issue in 2003 pumped $7.3 billion into the system helping hold 
the funded ratio steady through fiscal 2007 in the 60% range. The other $2.7 billion covered near-
term contributions. Plummeting investment returns in fiscal 2008 and 2009 eroded the funded 
ratio and it dropped to 38.5% in 2009. 

While stronger investment returns by 2011 helped boost the funding ratio to 43.3% they were 
erased the following year. The funded ratio hit a low of 37.6% in 2016 and since then the funded 
ratio has hovered around 40%. 

The recent five-year forecast for the state budget warned of annual $4 billion gaps that could drive 
the state’s unpaid bill backlog to soar to $35 billion in 2026 without structural fixes and rising 
pension contributions will weigh on those numbers. The forecast projects a $10.6 billion general 
fund contribution to the pension funds in 2026. The COGFA report projects an $11.8 billion all-
funds contribution. It did not cite the estimated general fund piece. 

Pritzker continued Rauner's buyout program and is exploring asset sales to bolster funding levels 
but has not outlined a larger fix. 

Voters rejected his constitutional amendment on the November ballot to move to a progressive 
income tax structure which would have funneled an additional $100 million in annual funding and 
eased other strains on the general fund. He dropped a plan to re-amortize the funding schedule in 
2019 amid legislative opposition and warnings it could trigger a downgrade after April income tax 
receipts came in stronger than expected. 

The state has little room to maneuver given the Illinois Supreme Court has ruled cuts violate the 
state constitution. Pritzker resisted calls from some to seek a constitutional amendment to give the 
state some flexibility on benefits because saying he believes pensions are a promise and must be 
honored and cuts would likely face a legal challenge even if the constitution was amended. 
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